Collaborative purchasing has increased the electronic collection, providing a variety of information sources for students and faculty of Sam Houston State University.

*Count of SHSU databases and how we get them:*
Increase in the number of databases available to SHSU students and faculty.

In FY 2006 Newton Gresham Library added a subscription to ProQuest Digital Dissertations which adds over 600,000 theses & dissertations to our collection which have not been accounted for in the above charts as they would skew the collections and distort the presentation of the rest of our collection. Please be aware that our collection is much larger in the e-books area than represented by the chart. In 2007 the Library was able to us money from the fund balance to make one time purchase of electronic databases including: Americana Archive, 19th Century Newspapers, American Periodicals Online, The Times, and C19 Periodical Index. We added subscriptions to Sage Journals Online, SciFinder Scholar, e-Gutenberg and another JSTOR series.